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Millions of readers worldwide have treasured the visionary brilliance of Carlos Castaneda, who first

explore the world of the Yaqui Indian sorcerer in The Teachings of don Juan. Now, at last, don Juan

returns in The Power of Silenceâ€”wise, infuriating, capable or working miracles and playing

practical jokes, but always seeking the wisdom of the warrior.The Power of Silence is Castaneda's

most astonishing book to date -- a brilliant flash of knowledge that illuminates the far reaches of the

human mind. Through don Juan's mesmerizing stories, the true meaning of sorcery and magic is

finally revealed. Honed in the desert of Sonora, the visions of don Juan give us the vital secrets of

belief and self-realization that are transcendental and valid for us all. It is Castaneda's unique

genius to show us that all wisdom, strength, and power lie within ourselves -- unleashed with

marvelous energy and imaginative force in the teachings of don Juan -- and in the writings of his

famous pupil, Carlos Castaneda
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This book chose me to read it and became a savior. Never a adamant reader how ever finished this

book in a few days. As it turned out this book brought light to my shadows of darkness and showed

me that I am not alone but rather part of all that is. Teaching me how to stalk myself was like finally

getting a major obstacle out of the way. Still if one has not attained an understanding of certain

fundamental & spiritual concepts and incorporated them into a quest for at least a basic quest for

knowledge, the book can only serve as entertainment.



I didn't especially care for Castaneda himself, when I met him, and I realize that he may have

completely fabricated don Juan and his teachings, but I have recently finished reading "The Power

of Silence" for my TENTH time in 35 years, and still find it awesomely powerful and on-point! In fact,

each time I read this book, I keep finding ideas and methods that I either hadn't noticed before or

had forgotten about. I consider this book a must-read for any serious transformational seeker who

wishes to attain self-mastery and illumination.

By far one of the best Castaneda`s books revealing very profound and important explanations.

Useful only if the one who reads it has certain achievements in "stopping the world", "seeing", etc.

Otherwise save it for later - don`t think upon it,won`t help you. Just read it and wait till you get

positive results in your own practice. The book is very clear to understand with one`s mind but as

always that doesn`t help at all - the problem in achieving practical results remains. If you are looking

just for another interesting book - well, I guess you`ve found it. But if you are serious about it I hope

my comments might be of some use to you.

I came to this Castaneda book upon its mention in Wayne Dyer's "The Power of Intention." Reading

them together is a unique experience, and one I suggest.As much as "Silence" is about the typical

themes as other reviewers have pointed out, the book has a great deal to say about the power of

intention. Cultivating full, unemotional intention ("ruthlessness") causes powerful ability to harness

perception. Weak, conflicted intention causes one to be acted upon. There is much more to it, of

course, and Castaneda explains in dense detail. You'll find yourself rereading passages at times in

order to follow--but the effort is worthwhile.The book was written 30 years ago, but is an undated,

forceful read. If you have any bent toward spirituality, I'd recommend this book to you.

Definitely a wonderful book. For those following the teachings of the other books, this book provides

more useful information. The path that Castaneda elucidated is fraught with controvery and extreme

views (read the other reviews). I found it useful to read and judge for myself.What Castaneda wrote

about is not fiction however it is a difficult path that very few ever advance upon, thus the angry

reviews of those calling Castaneda a fraud due to their own failure. Its also a path that those given

to fantasy and believing in their own 'specialness' jump on and thus follow blindly with no lasting

gains, making up their experience as they go and making sure others hear about it.Definitely not a

path for everyone but certainly open to sober verification. Also a great book for those looking for a



well written and gripping book.I believe Castaneda's genius as well as his contribution to mankind is

yet to be fully appreciated. I am grateful for the gift of his writings and wisdom.

Very "heady" book but what book by Carlos isn't. I would start with "The Teachings of Don Juan; A

Yaqui Way of Knowledge ". Be prepared for confusion, doubt and a little fear but these books are

great. I began reading them when I was 20. I still love them at 54. They all can be read over and

over again.

That's why I gave it four stars. This book is amazing. If you've ever read anything by Dan Millman or

Ken Wilber, you'll like this. A lot of the same stuff, and a lot of it is really hard to understand. I've

read it once, and I didn't get it too well, but I'm about halfway done with yet again and it really is a

great book. This is the first Castaneda book I've read, and I think that maybe I should have started

with The Teachings of Don Juan, because alot of this subject matter is way out there, but I would

definitely recommend this book to anyone who wants to see things differently.

Castaneda's best work after "Fire from within" and maybe "Art of dreaming." This is a must read.

The art of teaching through stalking is beautifully revealed. Great book even if you have never read

Castaneda before. Stories about Julian made me roll on the floor laughing
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